Trump Tweets on Withdrawal
from Syria & Mass Hysteria
Ensues
By Miri Wood
Source: Syria News
Trump — the Real Donald — tweeted that the US has defeated
ISIS in Syria. This was the “only reason for being there”
since taking office. The tweet was posted at 0629 EST. Twelve
hours later, it has elicited 25,000 comments, 18 million
search engine results (mostly yellow journalistic reporting),
and mass hysteria.
Twelve hours later, and Sarah Sanders’ White House Press
Briefing is still not available online. A few journals and
wire services have interviewed a few anonymous “official
sources,” and the story line is that “all [illegal] State
Department personnel in Syria will be evacuated from the
country within 24 hours” and [illegal] US ground troops will
leave in 30 or 60 or 100 days — upon the completion of a
mysterious “final operation against ISIS.”
This is considered worthy of being called “Immediately” in
headlines.
This breaking news comes within days of neocon John Bolton and
Pentagon Dr. Strangelove sources stating that the US will
[illegally] occupy the Syrian Arab Republic for forever.
The condemnation of this vague possibility is inversely
proportional to the wild, war criminal support showered upon
Trump, when he bombed Syrian soldiers at the request of alQaeda in the S.A.R. Deep state media were so star-stricken
that nobody noticed that the US president bombed Syria based
on “fake news CNN,” and specifically on CNN’s interview with a

British illegal whose medical license was revoked in his
homeland, because of his terrorist activities.
MSM reporting continues to ignore the fact that the US has
been illegally in Syria, that the US has breached
international law.
US strikes in Syria may be lawful if Syria consents to the use
of force in their territory. If Syria does not consent, the
strikes would violate international law, unless the US
demonstrates that the strikes were taken in self-defense.
Sarah Knuckey, international lawyer and Professor at Columbia
Law School
Snickering over Trump taking credit for the ‘defeat of ISIS’
is similar to the snickering over his sulfuric speech before
the UNGA, in September. Ignored were his threats of perpetual
war to all countries not amenable to becoming US satellites;
instead, media guffawed over his bringing fudged, domestic
employment stats to the United Nations. Intentionally omitted
is that ISIS was created by the US (as was its parent, al
Qaeda) and that the US has been protecting ISIS in Syria since
the Obama administration
soldiers in September 2016.
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Of course, no member of deep state would dare let slip that
ISIS is almost gone, eradicated by the Syrian Arab Army &
allies, despite the most heinous international conspiracy in
history.
The massive pile-on against Trump’s open-ended plan to leave
Syria exudes the stench that another nefarious atrocity
against the SAR might be around the corner. Has-beens of the
Hollywood 5th column are tweeting as though they were Joseph
McCarthy. Scant moments after the Trump tweet, a neocolonialist from NBC was on the air, live, chirping about the
terrific time he had while illegally in Syria with American
invaders…as this were the most normal and legitimate thing in

the world.
Hours later, a fraud liberal from the fraud liberal New
Yorker, whined that a US official had just her permission “to
meet up with American troops in Syria sometime in the spring.”
Ha’aretz, whose antipathy toward Trump dates back to when he
was PEOTUS, outdid itself with chutzpah and amnesia. Somehow,
Israel’s leading news source forgets that Israel has bragged
about giving state of the art trauma care to ISIS terrorists
on the occupied Golan Heights, and also in Israeli hospitals.
“Ha’aretz also forgets that Israel was al-Qaeda’s first air
force against Syria:
“Way back in May 2013, when al Qaeda only used ‘FSA,’ Israel
coordinated a massive bombing with the FSA terrorists so they
could video the atrocity with their state of the art
photographic equipment.”
Third generation gusano and US Senator Marco Rubio has also
forgotten that Israel tends to the ISIS wounded, crying that a
withdrawal of illicit US troops “will have grave consequences
for the US and Israel…”.
Representative Adam Kinzinger announced, “I’m speechless,” and
then proceeded to prove himself a liar, giving interviews
throughout the day. Kinzinger has spent more of his time as a
congressman supporting al Qaeda in Syria, than supporting his
constituents in Illinois.
Regarding the floods of crocodile tears by the imperialist
politicians and journalists over the faux, potential betrayal
of the “Kurds,” let it not be forgotten that the SDF was
created by Obama as a foreign mercenary militia, with armed,
separatist, terrorist, traitorous Ziokurd peons being used for
marketing foreign wetworkersto Westerners who love rooting for
‘the little guy’ in every country not their own.
At 1510, the Real Donald Trump uploaded a video to Twitter. He

offered no timetable, no details, no mention of removing NATO
operatives from the al-Tabqa Dam that they have occupied and
held hostage since 11 February 2013. He merely repeated that
the [illicit and illegal] “troops are coming home.”

